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flying the tail propeller type aircraft By M. B. "Molt" Taylor (EAA 14794) Box 1171 Longview, WA 98632



Business end of the latest tail pusher, the BD-7.



WrITH THE INCREASING popularity of "tail pusher"



type aircraft as well as pusher arranged lightplanes in general, we have received numerous inquiries in regard to what "peculiarities" such aircraft might have as far as flight characteristics are concerned. Having
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this is quite simple. A pusher airplane does not get the "efficiency" from the propeller that you get from a tractor propeller. However, since the tractor airplane must fly in its own slipstream the airplane itself has



greater drag (assuming that the airplanes are basically



flown our own Aerocar "Flying Automobiles" since



identical), as a result of its having to fly in a faster moving



1950 and accumulated several hundred hours of experience in such aircraft plus extensive experience in our Coot "light amphibian" pusher homebuilts, the writer has had a chance to compare these types with more conventional tractor types from several standpoints both as a pilot and as an engineer concerned with aerodynamic design. The first thing that seems to concern the uninformed pilot regarding pusher airplanes is the term 'efficiency'. For some reason people seem to be concerned with this aspect although few of them seem to know what it means as far as airplanes are concerned. What they really mean is "How much better (or worse) is a pusher as compared with a tractor type airplane." The answer to



airstream. This fact seems to negate any improvement or 'gain' from the tractor propeller's better efficiency and the pusher airplane (despite the lessened efficiency of the propeller itself) ends up with a slight advantage over the tractor type. Thus, the overall efficiency of the pusher is usually better (as a system) than the tractor arrangement. However, there are other things to be considered in a pusher "system". Not only is the airplane in the pusher type not flying in the airstream accellerated by the propeller as far as pure velocity is concerned, but the fact is that the airstream coming from the tractor propeller out in front of the airplane does not flow aft as a smooth column of air, but instead is really flowing aft
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in a spiral of vortex which does not strike the sides of the airplane symmetrically. This 'asymmetrical slipstream' from the propeller causes all kinds of other problems. The result is that the conventional single engine tractor airplane will fly at only one speed trim in either pitch or yaw. For this reason it is necessary to have rudder trim as well as pitch trim if the airplane is to be flown hands off at anything other than the normal cruise speed and power settings. This can be easily detected in a conventional tractor type lightplane by noting that the ball of the turn and slip indicator is not centered in normal climb for instance, and to get it centered it is necessary to carry rudder trim or offset to compensate for the higher power and lower speed of a normal climb. Once the airplane is leveled off you will then find that the ball will center itself at normal cruise power settings. To partially compensate for this power effect the designer offsets the fin in the conventional lightplane to make the airplane fly straight and level at normal cruise power and attitude. Flight at anything other than this set condition requires that the pilot either manually carry some offset of the controls or manipulate some trim arrangement to compensate for the asymmetrical slipstream of the tractor propeller. Twin engined airplanes escape this to some degree since the propellers do not have their slipstreams impinging on the tail surfaces. However, unless twin engined planes have opposite rotating engines and propellers they have other directional trim problems. This effect is variously known as "P" effect, or torque. Actually, it is quite



simply asymmetrical slipstream. The pusher types that have the engine ahead of the tail (such as our own Coot) have this to some degree. However, in the case of the Coots we have arranged the tail in such a way that the spiral of the propeller slipstream strikes the tail, with it tending to push one



way on the top of the vertical tail and the other way



on the bottom of the vertical tail surfaces. The result



Everyone is familiar with Ed Lesher's record holding Teal, but newer members may not be aware of his earlier two place Nomad. This aircraft was dismantled and some of its components used to build the Teal. Another example of tail pushers in the EAA world.



is that the ball tends to stay fairly well centered in a Coot regardless of power settings or flight speeds. This was quite vividly brought to mind when the prototype Coot was first built (with no fin offset) with an opposite turning engine (Franklin Sport 4R which was used so that we could use a standard one piece metal tractor propeller as a pusher propeller). When the prototype Coot was modified to the larger 180 hp Franklin engine (which turned the other direction), it was unnecessary to make any trim modifications and the airplane still flew with the ball in the middle at all power settings. For those who have not flown some of the British airplanes in which the engines turn in the opposite direction from our usual U.S. engines, it is interesting to note that you have to 'carry opposite rudder' on takeoff with those machines as compared with usual American built lightplanes. In aircraft like the famous Spitfire, this was quite disconcerting to WW II pilots who



were flying P-51s and then got into a "Spit". This effect of the slipstream on the trim of the airplane is quite a problem. This effect of slipstream is particularly true with twin tailed single engine amphibians where the designers have had to add an additional vertical tail surface and rudder. This is due to problems with the airplane weathercocking into the wind very nicely due to the two vertical tail surfaces but the pilots being unable to "blow the tail around" with propeller slipstream to turn out of the wind. This problem showed up in the



twin tailed Coot-B.
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This ability to "blow the tail around" is used more than most people realize in some maneuvers. Not only did the very early lightplanes (without nosewheel or brake steering) do all of their ground steering by blowing the tail around, but to some extent this is still done with modern twin engined airplanes to conserve expensive brakes. Another place where the ability to "blow the tail around" is used to a great extent is in modern acrobatic lightplanes. Maneuvers like the Immelman, hammerhead, Lomcevak, snap roll, etc. depend greatly on the slipstream of the propeller to accomplish the maneuvers. Trying such maneuvers in a tail propellered lightplane like the Mini-IMP quickly convinces you that the slipstream does a lot of the work of moving the airplane around in the sky. Certainly an airplane with a tail propeller will never win any acrobatic contests. However, there are some advantages to the tail propeller which are worthy of note. For instance, a tail propellered airplane will not rotate on takeoff until it is moving fast enough on the ground to develop sufficient down force with the elevators to lift the nose. If the airplane is properly designed, this means that it must be going fast enough so that once it does rotate it will quickly lift off the runway and fly. It is virtually impossible to get such aircraft on the back side of the power curve where they will lift off and fly in ground effect but will not accelerate and climb. Usually pusher aircraft are designed so that the center of gravity is at the most aft position in the empty weight condition. Thus, anything you put in them results in the center of gravity moving forward. Some of them end up with the empty CG so far aft that they fall back on their tails when the pilot or passengers disembark. However, once they are loaded the center of gravity comes out at the proper point to give them the desired stability they must have to fly properly. The tail propeller or rear end pusher (like the VariEze) tend to run longer on the ground than some trac(Photo by Dick Stouffer)



The author's own tail pusher, the Mini-IMP. His two place IMP and Aerocars are other examples.
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tor types since they have to get going fast enough to lift the nose due purely to forward velocity (in the case of the VariEze) or get enough down force on the tail to lift the nose (as in the case of the BD-5 or our own Mini-IMP). This has one benefit in that any time the airplane should be overloaded (which can happen) it is going to be necessary that the airplane gets quite adequate speed before it can ever be lifted into the air. Some commercial designs have had bad reputations for being very easy to rotate prematurely due to overloading (which moves the conventional lightplane CG rearward) and thus be easily brought to a high angle of attack too early in the takeoff run and then develop so much drag that they never accelerate to takeoff speed and run out of runway. As can be seen, a pusher airplane does have some advantages as well as some problems. It is perhaps in the landing procedure that the pusher aircraft differs most. Here the attitude of the airplane is 100% dependent on the forward velocity and the degree of up elevator being held by the pilot. Of course if the aircraft is equipped with a trimable horizontal stabilizer (as in the Mini-IMP) then the trim setting of the horizontal tail has some effect on the degree of nose up that the pilot can obtain. However, the nose up trim attitude being dependent purely on forward velocity (since there is no slipstream to "blow the tail down") it is easy to see that the pilot should not make his approach using full up elevator. The reason for this is obvious since at that attitude it is easy to encounter wind shear conditions in which a sudden change in wind velocity with the airplane close to the ground can result in sudden sink conditions where the pilot has no way of blowing the tail down to slow the sink rate. Thus, until the aircraft is accelerated to higher velocity the airplane merely flies right on into the ground. All jet aircraft have this problem and the pilots tend to make their approaches and final landing over the fence at somewhat higher than touchdown velocity so that if they do encounter a



sinking condition they still are not out of elevator.



Pilots who fly tail pusher aircraft notice this condition quickly, and in the certification tests for the Aerocar we found it desirable to install what we called the 'panic button'. This was merely a little compression spring which limited the degree of up elevator you obtained with normal control pressure (pull on the wheel). However, with a little heavier pull you could get another 5 degrees of up elevator. While experienced Aerocar pilots quickly found that they seldom used this additional elevator travel, it proved to be a nice feature for pilots when they first transitioned to the Aerocar. The inverted V tail of the Mini-IMF accomplishes the



same effect to some degree due to the proximity of the



tail to the runway and the down wash of the wing which



makes it virtually impossible to touch the tail in a normal full stall landing. This is further assisted in the



along on its previous path. While the propeller tries



to push the airplane along the new path, the inertias of the airplane tend to dampen out the movement or diversion from the previous path. With a tractor airplane a displacement from a steady path results in the propeller tending to pull the airplane further from the path it was on, and the mass in its effort to try to continue along its previous path (due to inertia) thus tends



to make the total effect of the displacement greater.



This can be easily understood if one considers a tug boat pulling a barge up a river and coming to a curve in the river. The barge tends to continue along its original path and runs into the river bank. A tug pushing a barge up the river has to move off to one side with its push force (by means of deflecting its slipstream with its rudder) so that it can change the path of the barge and make it go around the curve in the river. This is why tugs usually push barges instead of towing them, and why boats all have the propellers on the rear. Thus, they are not only dynamically stable in movement,



Mini-IMF by the fact that the spring leg landing gear hangs well below the fuselage once the aircraft is off the ground. Thus, in the touchdown on landing the gear touches the ground before the wing can be brought up to a full stall angle of attack at touchdown. There is some concern among uninformed pilots regarding the "gyroscopic" effects of the tail propeller.



but they also don't have to pull themselves through



the tail propeller just like they are present with a tractor propeller. However, the gyroscopic effect of a whirling mass such as the propeller has its major effect in the pitch response of the airplane. Thus (depending on which direction your engine turns), the nose of the airplane will tend to raise or lower as a result of turning left or right. It is the precessional forces from the turning mass of the propeller that cause this, and since these forces are resisted by the mass of the airplane itself, one can see that they are really not of as much conse-



whether they are better or worse than the effects and characteristics of the more conventional tractor propeller are, of course, largely a matter of opinion. It is a fact, however, that the original Wright Flyer would never have flown if it had been arranged with tractor propellers. The difficulties and mechanical problems of driving the pusher propellers were largely responsible for the early transition to the tractor arrangement. However,



is quite a distance from the propeller as compared with



with the propeller back on the tail as we have done with the Mini-IMF it is possible to realize some of the benefits of the pusher propeller configuration. The fact that most of the records for endurance and distance are held by pusher lightplanes may or may not be some indication of the better efficiency of such configurations. Certainly the better visibility, easier access,



Certainly these effects and forces are still present with



quence in a tail propeller installation where the mass



a tractor airplane where the mass is really quite close to the propeller and thus is not resisted on such a long



lever arm. The forces themselves must be transmitted to the structure of the airplane through the thrust bearing



on the tail and the stiffness of the shaft that drives the tail propeller. In tractor airplanes these forces are of course transmitted to the CG of the airplane through the engine mount and are of such low magnitude that they are of little consideration in usual lightplanes.



However, these forces become of considerable concern



their own wake (or slipstream). As can be seen, the tail pusher propeller arrange-



ment on an airplane does have some definite effects and peculiarities. Whether these are all beneficial or



with the development of the mechanical installations which are now available to let one design an airplane



lessened noise, lessened vibration, more convenient



operation, safety, as well as the operational benefits of putting the propeller to the rear of the airplane are obvious.



in higher powered propeller driven aircraft where the mass of the propeller is great and the moment of inertia



of the propeller is large, such as the four bladed propeller on an F8F Bearcat. Little airplanes like the MiniIMF with its little 4-5 pound wood propeller exhibit no detectable precession effect from the propeller in turns.



The tail propeller type airplane does exhibit one characteristic which is most desirable and this is the



stabilizing effect of the propeller itself. This is due to the propeller in effect • adding its projected areas (as in a side view) to the areas of both the vertical and the horizontal tail surfaces. Further, with the push of the propeller well aft and directed at the mass center of the airplane (usually by inclining the thrust line slightly) the designer gets a dynamic stability characteristic into the airplane. This effect is somewhat like the effect that lets one ride a two wheel bicycle. In the cycle if you start to fall your mass tends to move to one side but at the same time continue ahead. Thus, all you need to do is turn the bicycle so that it in effect "runs over under you" and you don't fall. Thus, in the tail pusher airplane when the airplane is disturbed (either directionally or in pitch) its mass tends to continue 16 MARCH 1977
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A Canadian Dyke Delta — by W. Brubacher of Greensville, Ontario.
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